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The Buntline special:
a weird west tale

Hard magic

2010, FIC RESNICK

In an alternate world of the 1920s and 30s, magic is as
powerful as technology. Jake, an ex convict with the power to
manipulate gravity, becomes involved in a war between secret
societies over one of Nicholas Tesla’s devices.

Mike Resnick

America’s only hope for expansion past the Mississippi is a
mission to Tombstone headed by Thomas Edison, whose
protectors include Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday and whose
enemies include the Apache wizard Geronimo, the Clanton
gang and an undead Johnny Ringo.

The company man
Robert Jackson Bennett
2011, FIC BENNETT

After 11 union men are found dead in a trolley car in 1919,
a man named Hayes must discover the truth behind the
murders and behind the McNaughton Corporation and
Evesden, the company town it built--before he meets a grim end.

Larry Correia

2012, NEW BOOKS SF CORREIA

Paul is undead:
the British zombie invasion
Alan Goldsher

2010, FIC GOLDSHER

Reimagines the British invasion of the Fab Four as an infestation
of music-making zombies, who use hidden messages in their
songs to woo female fans into a backstage buffet of human
flesh, in a wild tale that also sees such characters as eighth-level
ninja lord Yoko Ono and zombie hunter Mick Jagger.

Cowboy angels
Paul Macauley

2011, SF MACAULEY

In a version of America called “The Real”, President Carter
promotes peace after years of war aimed at correcting wrongs
in alternate-history versions of America, accessible through
technology, but a former CIA agent discovers a conspiracy
to launch a new round of violence and change the history of
every America, including “The Real”.

Dreadnought
Cherie Priest

2010, FIC PRIEST

After her husband dies in a POW camp, Mercy Lynch faces a
harrowing journey across the country to see her ailing father
on a train pulled by a Union-operated steam engine called
the Dreadnought.

Taft 2012
Jason Heller

2012, NEW BOOKS FIC HELLER

William Howard Taft is the perfect presidential candidate.
There’s just one problem; he was already president a hundred
years ago. This presidential Rip Van Winkle finds himself
hurtling toward the presidency again through the media fueled
madness of 21st century America.

Untold story
Monica Ali

2011, FIC ALI

Imagines what the fate of Princess Diana might have been had
she not been killed in 1997 in a story about the cost of fame
and the possibility of reinventing a life.

